
Samantha Radocchia is a futurist, anthropologist,
entrepreneur, author, and keynote speaker who
explores how developing technologies will
transform our society in the decades to come.
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“Sam Rad” is a futurist who combines the studies of technology and
anthropology. She is also an entrepreneur  and the author of the #1
Best Seller Bitcoin Pizza: The No Bullshit Guide to Blockchain.
Considered a pioneer in Applied Cryptography, Blockchain systems, AI,
Natural Language Processing, Immersive Realities, and Simulations,
Sam was named to the Forbes 30 Under 30 list for Enterprise
Technology in 2017. Unsurprisingly, her unique background has
allowed her to work with a range of frontier technologies, indigenous
and emerging social structures, people, places, and practices. She
refers to herself as an “archaeologist of the future,” utilizing her
multifaceted expertise to understand what is and predict what can be.

Through her candid and clever delivery, Sam distills complex topics in
an understandable and approachable way. In her keynotes, Sam
empowers individuals, leaders, and organizations to thrive in times of
radical and accelerating change. Whether you’re a small group of
portfolio managers, trade association, Fortune 500 company, bank,
non-profit, NGO, national government, or even the United Nations,
Sam’s insights will be invaluable to your future success.

Guide you on a journey of radical and accelerating technological change
across society, diving specifically into your industry.
Illustrate future possibilities and inspire you to envision and embrace the
radical next future with optimism and curiosity.
Equip you with actionable insights to evolve  your organization.

Harness intuitive intelligence and unlock the secrets of future forecasting.
Initiate transformational shifts by editing your organization’s “DNA.”
Embrace the “Radical Next” mindset, essential for thriving in an era of
rapid technological and socio-cultural revolutions.

Radical Next: The Operating System for the Future
We are living during a unique moment in human history – and what’s coming
next is radically different. The convergence of exponential technologies brings
us the cusp of a new era: The Age of Acceleration. This history-defining
moment of radical evolution will restructure our societies for the decades to
come. So what does this mean for you – your organization, your industry,
your entire reality? With her signature delivery, Sam will:

Thriving in Times of Radical Change
From 787 skydiving jumps that funded her first tech venture at 20 to an
inspiring journey spanning 50+ countries, Sam draws from her life and
combines personal anecdotes, case studies, interactive experiences, and
scientific research to present a blueprint for navigating uncertainty. Discover
how to harness the chaos, break free from societal constraints, and craft an
organization (and life) that’s not only reactive to change but revels in it:
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